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1. Griffith University Foreword 

 
The deprived neighbourhood has long been a site and scale for intervention and 

action, giving rise to a variety of forms of neighbourhood governance to achieve a range of 

purposes.  The intent of this report is to improve stakeholder understanding of best-practice 

estate renewal and management to inform policy development and advocacy to the State 

Government as it rolls out its public housing redevelopment program and public housing 

management transfers to maximize the potential of estate renewal for the long-term 

benefit of residents and place. 

To inform debate and policy into of best-practice estate renewal and management, 

this submission focuses on the:  

§ Review best practice estate renewal/redevelopment management models nationally 

and internationally that maximize tenants/resident influence and decision making, 

with an emphasis on public housing renewal and integrated neighbourhoods. 

§ Make recommendations as to the potential guiding principles of an effective 

neighbourhood governance model (based on international best practice). This shall 

include transitional management requirements and resourcing framework, which 

could be pursued and implemented in the Australian context. 
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2. Executive Summary 

 
Social housing in Australia is made up of two types of housing, public 

housing and community housing. It is for people on low incomes who need housing, 

especially those who have recently experienced homelessness, family violence or have 

other special needs1. Typically, social housing properties are grouped into cohort locations. 

These areas are made up of neighbouring suburbs and towns that are linked by public 

transport. An eligible person could be offered a property in any suburb from these locations. 

They can change their preferred location while their application is on the waiting list. If they 

have a medical condition and a specific hospital or doctor must treat them, they can ask for 

housing in a location that allows easily travel. Moreover, if they may also need to live in a 

particular type of housing. For example, if they use a wheelchair, they can ask for a property 

without steps. 

 
Thus, it is important to adhere to proper governance procedure when considering 

social housing distribution. Beer (2012) states that governance is a signal feature of 

contemporary life and the delivery of programmes and services in developed economies, 

but it is a dimension of housing that has received relatively little explicit attention among 

housing researchers and policy-makers. The concept of ‘governance’ incorporates a broader 

range of actors in the delivery of social and economic wellbeing, and generates a diffuse set 

of relationships and decision-making structures. Governance arrangements, in some 

respects, reduce the capacity of governments or the state to directly determine outcomes. 

On the other hand, they open up the potential for a wider range of outcomes that may be 

more effective in their reach because of the engagement of diverse stakeholders.  

 

This submission begins by considering the definition of governance before moving on 

to examine its evolution and expression in developed economies over recent decades. It 

notes that governance arrangements may differ between nations and systems of 

government, and considers the ways in which governance has been applied in a number of 

settings, including urban regeneration projects and the provision of social housing. The 

                                                
1 http://www.housing.vic.gov.au/social-housing 
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report then examines a number of case studies of governance arrangements in the social 

housing context, before concluding with a discussion of the implications for the future. 

Commonly urban regeneration projects will take place within a governance 

framework where responsibility – and risk – is shared across a number of stakeholders. The 

private sector, for example, may be responsible for the development and marketing of 

housing and commercial real estate, while one or more tiers of governments furnish land or 

other facilities in exchange for a commercial return. Local governments may provide 

additional services in the expectation of achieving social objectives and raising tax revenues, 

while the not-for-profit sector may be engaged by the project partners to co-ordinate and 

manage the supply of affordable housing. 

 

Governments in many nations, including Australia and the United Kingdom, have 

sought to expand non-state forms of assisted housing provision and involve private and 

other nongovernment sources of finance and expertise in the development of subsidised 

rental housing. For example, the introduction of “Housing Benefit” in the United Kingdom 

marked a substantial shift away from the direct subsidy of housing supply to subsidising the 

consumption of rental housing, with the payment of benefit decoupled from the provision 

of housing by specific forms of landlords. “Housing Benefit” became payable to tenants of 

non-state landlords, especially housing associations, and also private landlords. Housing 

associations in the United Kingdom, moreover, increasingly made use of private sector 

finance for capital development projects, while the availability of private finance was 

underpinned by a system of public sector subsidies, which was relatively generous and 

guaranteed the repayment of such loans.  

 

This report consists of a literature survey of best neighbourhood governance practices, 

together with a case study approach using current envisaged projects in Australia, 

measuring anticipated outcomes and recommended policy actions. 

General specific resources, which will also be reviewed such as; 

§ Demolition plan of social housing in Waterloo, NSW; 

§ Urban communities limited-Kensington housing estate redevelopment; 

§ The Victorian Public Tenants Association (VPTA)  

§ Bonnyrigg living communities project; 
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§ Carlton Housing Redevelopment; 

§ Ascot Vale project; 

§ Ivenhoe redevelopment project 

§ 1960’s UK Social Housing Tower Blocks;  
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3. Introduction 

 
Public housing redevelopment programs are becoming increasingly prevalent globally, 

with several examples occurring across Australia. Increased land values and zoning uplift for 

prime, centrally located government owned real estate (currently allocated to public 

housing), present a significant commercial opportunity for re-development- and the 

provision of increased residential density. The commercial viability of this redevelopment is 

supported by sales of units to the private market, whilst maintaining (or expanding) the 

status quo of public and affordable housing on the site. 

 

Whilst the commercial opportunities are apparent, there are considerable challenges 

involved in the process, which require attention. The polarization of income and socio-

demographics require consideration to model best practice in neighbourhood governance. 

 

The following overarching objectives / guiding principles to be incorporated into the 

estate renewal and management research project are: 

 

§ How effectively have public housing tenants been relocated and reinstated into 

dwellings during and after the redevelopment process? 

§ How has a partnership between government, public housing residents, community 

housing organizations and the wider community been established?, particularly in 

reference to early and clear agreement to shared objectives, governance and roles  

§ Are the governance models sustainable, both financially and socially, and driven by 

the objectives of ensuring a professional, appropriate and accountable service that 

provides opportunities for tenants to be actively engaged in the management of 

their estate and that delivers clear benefits for current and future tenants? 

§ In what ways are public housing tenant views being valued. Identify how they play 

an active and meaningful role in decision-making processes regarding their estates, 

homes and community’s renewal and long-term management. 

§ Investigate how tenants are provided with appropriate support to build capacity and 

participate in estate decision-making and management. 
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Any large scale planning around social housing must be developed with future 

population shifts in mind. Too often social housing has been reactive to current demand, 

which has resulted in a system that has not kept pace with emerging trends in population. 

The new social housing framework needs to establish: 

 

§ A clear statement of intended objectives; 

§ Fair criteria setting out who qualifies for social housing and how this should 

be prioritised; 

§ Guidelines on how housing tenure can remain secure for those most in need. 

 

The term housing governance has been used to describe the management structures 

found within many systems of social housing provision and in particular to draw attention to 

the shift from direct state provision – council housing in the United Kingdom, public housing 

in New Zealand and Australia, and municipality housing in Canada – to the use of a broader 

set of social landlords with legal and fiscal structures that include the public, private, and 

nongovernment sectors. 

 
3.1. Definition - what is community or neighbourhood governance?  
 

One of the challenges in any discussion of community or neighbourhood governance is 

the issue of definition - what is community or neighbourhood governance? As this report 

will demonstrate, the term covers a very wide range of different practices and 

understandings.  

 

Indeed, it is fair to say that trying to define community or neighbourhood governance 

in such a way that an observer can be specific about whether or not any given activity or 

practice comes within the ambit of community or neighbourhood governance is virtually 

impossible. This issue was addressed in a report2 looking at the evolution of community 

governance in Australia which chose a very broad description focusing on its usefulness in 

                                                
2 Evolution in Community Governance: Building on What Works 
http://www.mdl.co.nz/site/mckinley/Evolution_Community_Governance_200312.pdf 
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understanding, rather than whether or not it allowed a clear boundary to be drawn 

between what is and what is not neighbourhood or community governance.  

 

“We have chosen to define 'community governance' as a collaborative approach to 

determining a community's preferred futures and developing and implementing the means 

of realising them. In practice it may or may not involve one or more of the different tiers of 

government, institutions of civil society, and private sector interests. We have taken the 

view that the critical issue in defining 'community governance' is not whether clear and 

specific boundaries can be set around it, but whether it has utility in the sense of improving 

understanding of how decisions which affect a community's future are best taken and 

implemented (ACELG, 2011)3.” 

 

3.2.  Australian Examples 
 

The social housing sector in Australia consists of public housing, community housing, 

as well as state owned and managed Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) housing 

(Romans, 2014). As of June 2013, around 414,000 households around Australia were living 

in social housing. General housing affordability in Australia continues to decline, with large 

increases in residential property values, and slow development of well-targeted affordable 

housing. Therefore, the social housing sector is increasingly under pressure to assist 

households to access appropriate, secure dwellings. As a result, current demand for social 

housing is much higher than supply, and waiting lists and times are extensive. For example, 

as of June 2013, there were 160,000 people on public housing waiting lists around the 

country (Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2014), and in Queensland a shortfall 

of 83,000 dwellings was identified. As a result of limited investment in the sector over many 

years, social housing in Australia has become increasingly targeted to those with the 

greatest and most complex needs. This has led to falling rent revenue as the client’s capacity 

to pay has declined, and created a cycle of stock deterioration and reduction through an 

ongoing lack of funds for maintenance and new supply (Queensland Department of Housing 

and Public Works, 2014). For example, National Shelter (2013) has identified a 3.1% 

decrease in public housing supply between 2006 and 2012 in Australia. Much of the public 

                                                
3 Ibid. 
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rental housing stock is now approaching the end of its economic life or does not meet 

current needs. The poor maintenance of dwelling stock can then create stigma and negative 

stereotyping of social housing tenants (Jacobs et al. 2011). Underutilisation of housing stock 

has also become a challenge as typical household sizes have decreased and tenants are 

living in social housing that does not match their household size or needs (NSW Audit Office 

2013). Around Australia, more and more social housing is being provided by the community 

housing sector, with governments increasingly partnering with not-for-profit housing 

providers to supply and manage affordable housing stock. For example, the proportion of 

social housing dwellings that community housing providers managed rose from 10% in 2009 

to 15% in 2013. In Queensland, 75% (54,394 out of 72,329) of social housing stock was 

government owned in 2012, and was managed through a state-wide network involving 23 

Housing Service Centres, with the further 25% (17,935) being owned and managed by 

community housing providers (Queensland Department of Housing and Public Works 2014). 

In an ambitious and transformative move, as part of the Housing 2020 strategy the 

Queensland Government is aiming to transfer 90% of all state managed dwellings to the 

community housing sector by 2020 (Queensland Department of Housing and Public Works 

2014). In contrast to Queensland, the majority of social housing in Western Australia 

continues to be managed by the state government. The WA Department of Housing 

manages approximately 36,000 of the 44,700 social housing properties, with community 

housing associations in charge of approximately 7,700 additional properties. Access Housing 

and Foundation Housing are the two largest community housing providers with sufficient 

assets to leverage funds for growth. Many smaller players exist, however they remain 

limited in capacity. 

 

In South Australia, “community providers manage approximately 13% of South 

Australia’s social housing supply. Existing government commitments will take this to 27% 

over the next 5 years and initiatives by the community housing sector alongside government 

support are expected to increase it even further” (Renewal SA, 2013). 
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3.3. How is social housing in Australia currently delivered and funded 
 

Ensuring residents have access to secure, affordable and appropriate housing is 

primarily the role of the state and territory governments in Australia. Therefore, states and 

territories take a leading role in the funding, delivery and management of social housing 

around the country. At a federal level, the National Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA) 

operates as a framework for collaboration towards shared housing goals amongst the 

states. Initiated in 2009, NAHA represents a shift in housing policy in that it provides a 

whole-of-government, nationally coordinated approach to affordable housing that had 

previously not existed. Through this agreement, states and territories receive annual funds 

allocated to the provision of affordable housing and homelessness services. For example, in 

2012 $1.8 billion was allocated to states and territories in special purpose payments (NAH 

SPP). In addition, the Commonwealth government spends a significant amount on providing 

Commonwealth Rental Assistance (CRA) which, as a demand-side measure, is targeted at 

individuals based on housing need and essentially subsidises their rent payments to ensure 

they can afford private rental properties. In addition, the Commonwealth indirectly 

influences the housing market through various taxation and social assistance mechanisms. 

In 2009, in response to the global financial crisis, the federal government announced the 

Nation Building Economic Stimulus Plan which sought to stimulate economic growth 

through the development of new infrastructure, including housing. Where the federal role 

in social housing had remained in demand-side policy for a number of decades, the Social 

Housing Initiative (SHI) that formed part of the stimulus plan provided direct investment in 

social housing, representing a supply side federal policy diverting from the norm. The $5.2 

billion investment in social housing over three years was the largest injection of funds for 

the sector ever in Australia, and sought to improve the quantity and quality of social 

housing stock in order to stimulate economic growth and employment. At the same time 

the National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) was rolled out by the federal government; 

another supply side measure that provided incentives to investors to provide below market 

rents in new properties.  
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The following section explores various evaluation methods and tools, from Australia 

and around the world, which will assist in the creation of a draft set of objectives, outcomes, 

indicators and measures. Evaluations in general need to consider the following:  

 

• Objective setting – without clear objectives, success cannot be determined. Different 

objectives may reveal varying levels of effectiveness for a program so it is important to be 

clear in what is trying to be achieved.  

• Evaluation time frame - results in the short, medium and long term may vary  

• Monitoring versus evaluation - ‘Monitoring suggests systematic data gathering and 

periodic reporting on performance indicators for a program or project, and does not 

necessarily imply substantive interpretation of the data. Evaluation, on the other hand, is 

the rigorous analysis of monitoring and other data to allow assessment of whether the 

objectives of the program/project have or are being achieved’ (Randolph and Judd 2001). 

Clarity around the purpose of the evaluation will be imperative.  

• Outputs versus outcomes focus – Clarity around the differences between these concepts is 

important to ensure the right data is collected. ‘Outputs are direct indicators of success 

against stated objectives, whereas outcomes refer to the end contribution of the 

program/project to a sustained change in the area in line with stated objectives and 

allowing for displacement effects. Outcome monitoring or evaluation is about assessing 

progress towards achieving strategic objectives’ (Randolph and Judd, 2001)  

• Causality and additionality - that is, to what extent can changes be attributed to a 

program/ activity/ investment? How will this be measured?  

• Performance indicators - again the selection of an appropriate set of performance 

indicators is an integral part of this phase of our project  

• Data source: availability and reliability of data - both primary and secondary sources are 

important; the former being through surveys or the like, and the latter from data already 

collected for other purposes. A combination of both quantitative and qualitative data and 

data collection can also add to the richness of evaluation findings (Randolph, 2006). Due to 

resource limitations of this initial project, primary data gathering may be limited. 

• Determining baselines and benchmarks – A baseline position is simply a measure of 

conditions prior to interventions taking place. Measuring the baseline position is essential if 
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additionality and outcomes are to be successfully assessed. These can often be objectively 

determined prior to the commencement of the project, or retrospectively if such data is 

available. Benchmarks, on the other hand, are comparative and usually external to the 

project (Randolph and Judd, 2001).  

 

• Geographical level of analysis - data available from State housing agencies may be at an 

estate, street or block level, whereas many statistics will be at a broader suburban or 

regional level.  

 

A multitude of evaluation methods and tools are available. A traditional cost benefit 

analysis explores the benefits of a service (e.g. social housing) relative to costs (Parkinson, 

Ong et al., 2013, Pawson, Milligan et al., 2014). On the other hand, a social accounting 

method, similar to the use of key performance indicators, involves determining the extent 

to which a program/ activity/ investment achieved its (usually predetermined) goals and the 

financial benefit of those achievements. 

 

3.4. The situation – ‘I can’t afford to move anywhere else’  
 

As mentioned above, the growing population is putting pressure on the current 

housing system, with many middle income households no longer able to buy and remaining 

in private rental causing a sustained increase in rents over time. This has resulted in a critical 

lack of affordable social housing, forcing vulnerable singles, families, youth and pensioners 

into unregistered and over-priced rooming houses. This has been coupled with a general 

decrease in job security, with more redundancies, fewer permanent full-time positions and 

the casualisation of the workforce. This makes it increasingly difficult for applicable tenants 

to transition out of social housing into secure safe private rental or to achieve home 

ownership. 
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4. Case Study Examples 

4.1. Demolition of public housing in Waterloo, NSW Case study  
 

Public housing towers in Waterloo will be bulldozed as part of a major urban renewal 

project over the next 20 years to accommodate 30,000 extra residents in 10,000 

new dwellings around a railway station. Announcing the plan, Premier Mike Baird said 13 

hectares of land owned by the government and mainly used for public housing would be 

turned into a mixed-housing precinct with 10,000 dwellings. About a third will be for social 

and affordable housing, and the rest available for private dwellings. But landowners who 

find their properties rezoned for high rise can expect to pay a "value capture fee", which will 

be used to help pay for the public transport. 

 

Mr Baird denied the project would result in the gentrification of the area at the 

expense of public housing tenants and pledged that there would be no loss of social housing 

from the current 2000 dwellings. Fairfax Media understands the government plans to begin 

the rebuild in areas with lower densities, such as the three-storey walk-ups, and replace 

them with higher density accommodation – before demolishing the two 30-storey towers in 

the Waterloo housing estate where 4000 social housing tenants live in blocks between 

Wellington and Phillip streets.  

 

The housing estate dates back to the 1950s and includes four 16-storey buildings, 

and a large number of two- and three-storey blocks owned by the state's Land and Housing 

Corporation. Social Housing Minister Brad Hazzard said some residents of the housing estate 

at Waterloo would need to move to nearby accommodation but many would be able to 

relocate to new social housing as the redevelopment progresses in stages over the next two 

decades. 

"I can assure Waterloo tenants that if they want to remain in Waterloo after the 

redevelopment, they can do so," he said. "It will be done in a calm and considered way: 

Social Housing Minister Brad Hazzard Social Housing Minister Brad Hazzard." 

The first relocations are expected to occur in the middle of 2017. About 9 per cent of 

the properties at the housing estate have new tenants each year. It is expected that 

planning and design of the project would be highly collaborative and construction of new 
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buildings is not expected to begin until 2018.Once the planning is complete, it is likely the 

area will be split up into 20 or so super-blocks, which would then be put to tender for the 

private sector to redevelop. 

"Population is set to grow by tens of thousands around this area, and we need to make 

transport decisions and build transport connections based on people's needs, not on the 

interests of property developers: Social Housing Minister Brad Hazzard." 

 

Developer group Urban Taskforce said Waterloo was the right location for the station but it 

was concerned that the government had proposed a contribution tax of $20,000 for each 

new apartment. "Any further taxing of new homes will be passed directly onto new 

purchasers," the group's chief executive, Chris Johnson.” 

4.2. Urban communities limited – Kensington housing estate redevelopment  
 

The redevelopment of the former Kensington Public Housing Estate was one of the 

first major public housing redevelopment projects in Australia to deliver a privately 

managed mix of public and private housing. It was completed in 2012. The site was 

originally made up of fifteen walk up blocks and three high rise towers containing a total of 

850 public housing dwellings. Work on the redevelopment took place over 10 stages 

between 2002 and 2011 at a cost of $150 million. The Victorian Government contributed 

$47 million, with the remainder coming from the private sector. The redevelopment 

delivered 926 units of housing made up of 429 public housing units (210 new public housing 

units and 219 renovated public housing units in the high rise towers) and 497 new privately 

owned units. Fifteen of these privately owned units were subsequently purchased by Urban 

Communities as new social or ‘affordable’ housing units, and managed separately in 

partnership with Hanover Welfare Services (The Hon Wendy Lovell MLC, 2012). 

Approximately 30 per cent of the private properties are owner-occupied. While the 

redevelopment resulted in a net loss of social housing (from 850 units of social housing to 

429 units) a number of documented positive community development outcomes have been 

achieved through the redevelopment. This included improved employment and welfare 

outcomes, reduction in anti-social and violent behaviour and greater integration of the 

estate with the wider Kensington neighbourhood (Social Traders, 2009). 
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At the time of redevelopment of the Kensington Housing Estate, there was limited 

policy support for the management style put forward by Urban Communities. However, 

facing the significant problems of an aging, run down housing stock, a lack of significant 

funding for redevelopment, and serious social problems on the Estate, the Department was 

persuaded to try alternative options. Urban Communities put forward a strong case to the 

Department that there was value in trialing a community-driven approach to public housing 

estate management, and that this approach was more likely to yield results that would 

attract the desired private capital investment. As such, hallmarks of the Kensington 

redevelopment process were (DPC 2010, p.3): 

 

§ Combining people, property and place: redevelopment to focus not just on built 

environment, but also on the long-term social wellbeing of the tenants and their social 

and economic participation in the broader community.  

§ Deciding and governing locally: a governance structure that enables the government, 

the developer and the community to have a fair say in how the project is designed and 

developed, and  

§ Providing urban renewal, not just property management: the place manager and 

developer should be much more than a property management company. It is an agent 

for urban renewal, central in driving a community building approach.  

 

In order to provide ‘urban renewal, not just property management’, the key 

objectives of the redevelopment and the management model more generally were (DPC 

2010, p.5):  

 

- Improving the standard of housing and amenity  

- Creating training, employment and economic activity  

- Addressing crime and safety  

- Improving health and wellbeing  

- Fostering community pride and participation, and  

- Giving people a voice and great say in decisions that affect them and plans to 

improve their community.  
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The Place Management approach has now found recognition in the policy directions 

currently being promoted by DHS, which stress the need for greater integration of service 

systems across the Department, and for people to be ‘at the centre of everything we do’ 

(DHS 2013, p.5) (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1 Department of Human Services, Principles for an Integrated Human Services System (DHS 

2013). 

 
 

This ‘new’ approach to service delivery, and management of public housing in 

particular, responds to a range of broader, systemic issues identified by DHS in the 

Government’s delivery model of human services. These included a fragmented and poorly 

coordinated system; program focus instead of a client focus (where the onus is on people to 

make sense of services, navigate from door to door and ‘fit’ a program to qualify for 

support); failing to consider the family circumstances of clients, in particular the existence 

and experience of children and focusing on solving problems after they occur rather than 

anticipating and intervening to prevent them arising (DHS 2013, p.5).  

 

The Place Management approach addresses many of these criticisms through a 

coordinated system of service delivery, looking at the site and tenancies as a whole rather 

than as individual components. An essential component of the approach is the offer of a 

‘one-stop-shop’, through an on-site office where tenants and residents can walk in to 

inquire or address a complaint. Further, participation and engagement is encouraged 

through place-based programs and developing long range community building plans and 
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activities to actively engage with and enhance opportunity of the community (DPC 2010). A 

good example of this is Urban Community’s ‘Magic Green Clean’ grounds keeping service, 

where public housing tenants are hired as grounds keepers and provided with further 

training opportunities. This is relevant to the housing development models in question in 

the Getting to Yes Studio because of the likely integration of a portion of social and 

affordable housing and the need to address the complex needs and vulnerability of these 

tenants, while at the same time ensuring a high amenity, livable and sustainable residential 

environment. As well as according with current best practice, taking this approach is likely 

to garner greater government support and create a more stable living environment.  

 

In order to better understand the defining characteristics of Place Management, the 

annual reports and commentary on Urban Communities were reviewed. This review found 

that community building (as an idea, as well as activity) was central to the practice of Urban 

Communities. The key themes of community building activity undertaken were economic 

innovation, health and well-being and community strengthening. These themes contain a 

number of activity sub-areas, including:  

 

Economic innovation:  

§ Volunteering support and linkages  

§ Education, training and employment initiatives 

§ Supporting local businesses  

§ Investment and funding attraction  

Health and Wellbeing;  

§ Access to health and safety service provision  

§ Community facilities o Partnerships with health and recreation services  

§ Cultural programs  

Community Strengthening  

§ Engagement with Kensington Estate residents  

§ Community governance and participation  

§ Community events  

§ Information exchange and dissemination  
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However, it was apparent that the Place Management approach of Urban 

Communities took community building beyond individual activities, aiming to also embed 

community building and support into all aspects of the management of the housing estate. 

For example, a major community building achievement in recent years was the 

establishment of the 56 Threads Café and catering company at the base of the 56 Derby 

Street tower on the Kensington Estate. Urban Communities, DHS and social enterprise 

AMES worked together to establish the café, which provides café meals, as well as social 

space for residents of the estate and the wider community. 50 per cent of AMES rental 

payments are quarantined with Urban Communities, to be reinvested in the community 

(DPC 2010, p.8). Currently, funds are being used to employ a public housing tenant. This 

partnership demonstrates the ability to capture value from the managed housing and 

reinvest it in the wider community, as well as a broader vision to better integrate a housing 

community with the wider neighborhood, and enhance resident’s sense of connection and 

pride.  

 

This approach reflects an understanding that the way that facilities are managed 

affects the experience, and behaviour of tenants – for example, their likelihood of paying 

rent on time, staying on the estate and investing their own time in community building 

activities (DPC, 2010). Similarly, the way that tenancies are managed –the level of contact 

and support offered by the tenancy management team – influences tenant’s sense of 

community and belonging, and the way that they will subsequently interact with the 

facilities on the Estate. The benefits of this approach, according to the Urban Communities 

2012 Annual Report (full extract overleaf), are summarised in Table 1, with overall stated 

outcomes of stable and fully occupied communities with few residents moving on, resident 

support, engagement and community linkages, low arrears, job creation for residents, 

business activity and a continuing trend for a high percentage of owner occupiers (Urban 

Communities 2012).  
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Table 1. Benefits of the place management approach 

 
Source: Urban Communities Annual Report (2012) 

 
4.3.  The Victorian Public Tenants Association (VPTA)  
 

The Victorian Public Tenants Association (VPTA) is an incorporated not for profit 

organisation, and is the peak body representing 127,000 public housing tenants in Victoria. 

They provide counselling, advice, referral, representation and advocacy for public housing 

tenants and those in need of housing. More broadly, they advocate for the provision of a 

strong and sustainable public housing system.4 One of their main objective is public housing 

refurbishment, i.e., increase investment in the refurbishment of public housing assets over 

0-30 years to replace obsolete stock, make existing stock more fi t-for-purpose and 

sustainable, and improve land use. 

 

For many years it has been argued that infrastructure is about more than pipes and 

tunnels; roads and rail. The VIPT provide a range of services, including: 

§ Advice on communicating with your local office 

                                                
4 https://yoursay.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/30-year-
strategy/application/files/9114/7728/4488/Infrastructure_Victoria_Submission.pdf 
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§ Development of new policy initiatives 

§ Assistance with maintenance requests 

§ Explaining letters from the department 

§ Assistance with filling in forms 

§ Advice on DHHS policy 

§ Advice on rent assessment/arrears 

§ Welfare referrals 

§ Tenancy issues 

Moreover, their objectives include: 

 

§ Prepare for population change  

Victoria’s population is expected to grow from approximately 6.0 million in 2016 to 

approximately 9.5 million in 2046. There will be proportionally more elderly 

Victorians, households will get smaller and the majority of growth will be centred in 

cities, particularly Melbourne. Having the right infrastructure in place will be critical 

for accommodating this growth and meeting increased and differing demands for 

services and housing across Victoria.  

 

§ Foster healthy, safe and inclusive communities  

Making our state a great place to live is about more than just accommodating 

growth. It is also about Victorians being and feeling healthy, safe and part of the 

community. All of these factors can be influenced by the quality, design and 

accessibility of infrastructure and services.  

 

§ Reduce disadvantage  

People who face socio-economic and other forms of disadvantage may have less 

ability to participate in society and access resources. In Victoria, disadvantage is 

concentrated in certain areas and experienced most acutely by certain cohorts. 

Infrastructure can help provide better access to employment and educational 

opportunities and social services and activities for disadvantaged Victorians. In the 

area of public housing, we have failed to respond to population growth over the last 
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two decades. In Victoria, the number of public housing units has decreased since 

1997, while population has increased by over 1.4 million over the same period. 

When the level of public housing is considered in relation to units per head of 

population or as a percentage of overall housing stock then the decline is even more 

dramatic. To meet the objective of preparing for population change and reducing 

disadvantage we believe that a policy should be adopted to peg the level of public 

housing to a quantifiable measure, either per head of population or as a percentage 

of overall housing stock. In relation to achieving inclusive communities, the location 

of public housing is as important as the availability of public housing. For example, it 

is vital that the inner city locations of much of our public housing stock are retained 

for public housing into the future. 

 

4.4. Bonnyrigg living communities project 
 

The Bonnyrigg Living Communities Project (also known as NewLeaf) is a NSW 

Government initiative to redevelop and revitalise a large 1970s public housing estate in 

Western Sydney. The project is the first time that the Premier’s Council for Active Living 

(PCAL) Designing Places for Active Living guidelines have been included in the formal 

condition of consent for a major development process. As a result, project participants are 

paying ongoing attention to ways in which the redeveloped estate can be designed to 

promote active living. The aims of this condition are to help residents reduce vehicle use, 

encourage walking and cycling, and increase social interaction, in part by linking the 

development with the significant existing transport and community and commercial 

infrastructure in the surrounding area. 

 

The Bonnyrigg project was expected to become a showcase combination of public 

and private housing, delivering 2330 new public and private homes over a 14-year period 

from 2007. The project hoped to replace 933 dwellings, comprising 833 public dwellings of 

which many were in a state of disrepair, with a 70/30 mix of private dwellings and homes 

for public housing tenants. The $733 million Bonnyrigg Living Communities Project is about 

creating a great place to live with modern houses and public areas as well improved local 
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services and opportunities for residents.5Moreover, the project aims to improve services to 

the area, build community capacity and renew housing and public areas surrounding the 

local community. Since development started on the estate, Bonnyrigg has seen outstanding 

change: decreased crime rates, an improved quality of life for many residents and a greater 

sense of pride in the neighbourhood and local environment. In 2013, 83% of Bonnyrigg 

tenants were satisfied with Bonnyrigg as a place to live6. The Bonnyrigg Living Communities 

Project was NSW’s first public housing estate redevelopment by public–private partnerships 

(PPP). However, in early 2015, the NSW Government ended the original arrangement and 

announced the winding down of the PPP. In the meantime, public tenants’ lives have been 

seriously disrupted, new private homeowners are living in a half completed housing project 

and those who have bought houses off-the-plan are in a state of uncertainty. The lessons of 

the BLCP for social, urban and economic planning include the need to seriously consider the 

short-termist and often utopian contractual relationships between the government and the 

private sector. 

 

4.5. Carlton Housing Redevelopment 
 

The Carlton Housing Redevelopment is an urban renewal and community 

development project that provides housing and community facilities for the entire Carlton 

community.7  The redevelopment will result in 246 new public housing apartments to 

replace 192 old units, approximately 800 apartments for private sale, a community 

wellbeing precinct that provides: aged care living, rehabilitation services, child care and a 

range of complimentary services for use by the broader Carlton community. 

 

Development Plan for Carlton Housing Redevelopment includes design guidelines for new 

housing that must be followed. They cover areas such as; 

§ Social housing must be look similar to the private housing, by using the same 

materials and construction methods. Clearly define building entrances. 

                                                
5http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/325300/BonnyriggLivingCommunitiesProject.p
df 
6 http://www.newleafcommunities.com.au/ 
7 http://www.dhs.vic.gov.au/about-the-department/plans,-programs-and-projects/projects-and-
initiatives/housing-and-accommodation/current-building-projects/carlton-housing-redevelopment 
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§ Different buildings should a variety of architectural styles and details across the 

precincts.  

§ Provide private open space (e.g., balconies, courtyards etc.) to all dwellings. 

§ Building facades should have windows and balconies to allow casual surveillance of 

adjoining streets and public spaces. This contributes to a sense of personal safety 

and security. 

§ Provide good public lighting around buildings and public areas. 

§ Provide a development with a reduced environmental footprint through its life 

when compared with similar new developments. 

§ Water management should include recycling, water efficient fittings (taps, 

showerheads etc.) and urban design for good stormwater management.  

§ Greenhouse gases should be minimised by, for example, building well insulated 

buildings, solar hot water, ventilation to units and car parks. 

§ Select materials which are have less environmental impact, less maintenance, and 

less toxic off-gassing. 

§ Provide design suitable for people with temporary or permanent mobility 

impairment by provision of, for example, accessible open spaces, building entries, 

lifts, visitable & adaptable units, and a percentage of fully disability accessible 

units.  

§ Provide bike parking for visitors and residents. 

§ Provide the minimum car parking for each building and visitors. 

§ Retain significant trees as shown on landscape plans. 

§ Provide new parks and roads to meet the City of Melbourne Standards. 

The Carlton Housing Redevelopment also involved upgrades to existing buildings and 

new and improved community facilities. These improvements have revitalised the 

environment for the local community and made the former estates a seamless part of 

Carlton. 

§ Foyer upgrade- In 2013, the foyer at 478 Drummond Street was renovated with: 
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air-conditioned meeting rooms 

men’s and women’s toilets 

a new bike shelter storing 54 bikes built in the undercroft. 

§ Gardens/open space 

A new community garden was built adjacent to the 480 Drummond Street tower for 

residents on the Lygon/Rathdowne site 

A new two-hectare village green was created between the towers at 478 Drummond 

Street and 510 Lygon Street, providing new open space for community enjoyment 

and recreation. 

§ Seating and pathways 

Improved seating was installed across the site giving the community shaded and sunny 

areas for year-round enjoyment 

Pedestrian and bike paths are being used linking North Carlton to the city and breaking 

down barriers. 

§ Safety and security 

Concealed spaces and large clumped growth have been removed to increase 

community safety and security 

New lighting has reduced dark areas further increasing community safety. 

§ Recreation and play areas 

An all-weather children’s playground was built in the undercroft of the 510 Lygon 

Street tower for use year-round 

Another outdoor playground was built at the foot of the 510 Lygon Street tower with 

specific play equipment for children 0-5 years and for those 5-12 years. 

4.6. Ascot Vale 
 

The estate on Epsom Road at Ascot Vale has older, rundown buildings that cost a lot 

to maintain. The project will build new, modern buildings and increase the number of social 

housing properties on the estate by at least 10 per cent. The estate will include private 

housing, which will help fund the project.8 

The renewed estate will have: 

                                                
8 http://www.housing.vic.gov.au/ascot-vale-renewal 
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§ More social housing 

§ A mix of social and private housing 

§ New accessible homes that suit older residents, people with disabilities, and families 

§ A range of housing sizes 

§ Better landscaping, outdoor facilities and community spaces. 

The new homes will be: 

§ Built to modern standards 

§ Accessible for all 

§ Sustainable homes that are cheaper to cool, heat and maintain 

§ Better suited to the ongoing needs of Victorians. 

The relocation process is managed in order to keep the renewal process as smooth as 

possible. Potential actions are: 

§ talk and meet with you to help you understand the relocation process 

§ help you understand your options for moving to a new home 

§ ensure to apply relevant processes fairly 

§ ensure to consider the Charter of Human Rights when making decisions about the 

move, and 

§ work with the residents to provide a number of options when asked to move to a 

new home. 

Moreover, when the current residents are asked to move because of the renewal program, 

the Victorian government pay for the reasonable costs incurred when they relocate to a 

new home, and if they choose to move back to the renewed estate. This includes: 

§ electricity, gas and telephone connection fees  

§ mail redirection fees, and  

§ packing and removal of household items and transport to the new home. 

 
4.9. Ivanhoe Redevelopment project 
 

Ivanhoe is an evidence-based model that provides affordable rental housing as well 

as much-needed social housing, ensuring that many people in real need will have a safe and 
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secure home in a vibrant and well-connected community. The Ivanhoe Estate will be 

developed into an integrated community of around 3000 homes including at least 950 

social housing units and 128 affordable rental units over the next 10 to 12 years. The 

project will see the transformation of 259 social housing properties on the 8.2-hectare 

site into a socially integrated neighbourhood of around 3000 properties including at 

least 950 social and 128 affordable rental apartments. The social housing will be of the 

highest contemporary quality, sustainability and comfort with all social housing tenants 

having access to low to zero cost heating in the future development. 

 

This important urban renewal project will also integrate a new high school, 

residential aged care facility with a seniors’ wellness centre, two childcare centres, a 

supermarket, cafés and specialty retail shops, jogging track, nature based playgrounds and 

exercise stations, basketball court, open green spaces and community gardens.  

The project will also meet the needs of tenants aging in place – a significant 

demographic on the Housing Register – through the provision of: 

§ 120 bed residential aged care facility 

§ 141 purpose-built social housing and 132 private independent living units, and a 

§ Wellbeing centre 

A key focus of the project is to address housing needs while providing practical 

opportunities to transition social housing residents to housing independence. Mission 

Australia Housing will provide support to assist social housing residents to connect with 

education, training and employment opportunities. The redevelopment will help to 

meet the growing demand for high quality education by providing a non-government 

co-educational vertical high school and two 75 place child care centres. A range of 

community facilities, public space and a retail centre are also planned. Moreover, as 

part of the project, dedicated funding generated through the redevelopment will be 

reinvested in social outcomes over 20 years.9 

 

                                                
9 http://www.frasersproperty.com.au/Media-Centre/News/2017/08/14/IvanhoeAnnouncement_14Aug2017 
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4.10. 1960’s UK Social Housing Tower Blocks 
 

Tower blocks began to be built in Great Britain after the Second World War. The first 

residential tower block, "The Lawn", was constructed in Harlow, Essex in 1951; it is now a 

Grade II listed building. Most notably many scholars claimed that high-rise estates were 

breeding grounds for crime. 

Nowadays the old tower blocks are being replaced by similar albeit more modern high-rise 

designs. For instance, the eight-storey towers of London’s Woodberry Down estate are 

being replaced by luxury blocks reaching 30 storeys high. However, the question is: why 

does the tower block of the 21st century represent progress, when the tower block of the 

post-war era was written off as a failure? The most recent example for this is the Grenfell 

Tower incident. 

§ Grenfell Tower 

Grenfell Tower – a publicly owned housing block for lower-income households 

represents an acute failure of government at all levels. This is an example of poor 

governance practices in social housing context.  The 120-unit Grenfell Tower was home to 

primarily low-income residents, many of whom immigrated to the UK from Sudan, Eritrea, 

and Syria. But the building was located in a famously wealthy neighborhood: Kensington, 

where the average rent was just under $4,000 per month in 2016. Since its construction in 

the 1970s, Grenfell Tower has been considered social housing, which means that rent is 

maintained at a low price by law. It’s owned by a local council that’s legally obligated to 

provide housing for people in its neighborhood who are homeless or in need. Units are 

supposed to be kept at affordable prices for people with low incomes. 

 

When the building was constructed, it was completely dedicated to affordable social 

housing, said David Ireland, the director of the Building and Social Housing Foundation 

based in the UK. Since then, however, some units have been bought by residents who often 

rent them out at a drastically higher market price. Approximately 20 percent of the units in 

Grenfell Tower were rented at more expensive rates. As more units are rented at higher 

rates, the organizations managing social housing buildings are incentivized to attract 
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wealthier tenants. They primarily do this by renovating the existing property — adding 

private gyms, updating the lobbies, and changing the building’s exterior. 

 

Grenfell Tower’s not-for-profit manager, the Kensington and Chelsea Tenant 

Management Organization, decided in 2014 to conduct a major renovation of the building, 

costing approximately $12 million. The organization funded the renovation, and it was 

completed in partnership with Rydon Construction in May 2016. 

 

According to a press release that year, the refurbishment included new windows, an 

improved communal heating system, and an “impressive new foyer.” It also added nine new 

units. But the most concerning “improvement” was the installment of exterior cladding. 

Cladding is a trendy material that is applied to the outside of a building to improve its 

appearance and energy efficiency. There are two kinds of cladding: one that is more 

flammable, and one that is not. Although investigators have not confirmed what kind of 

cladding was used on Grenfell Tower, the Guardian reports that the cheaper, more 

flammable kind was used. Regardless of the type, critics of the material have warned against 

its use for years. If it catches on fire, it can spread flames throughout the building in 

minutes, which is what happened in Grenfell Tower. As details about the residents’ 

warnings to the neighborhood association and building managers emerge, the biggest 

question is: Why were their complaints ignored? This tragedy could have been avoided 

because everyone, even government ministers, knew the residents were at risk. 
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5. Recommendations 

Table 2: Summary of case studies 
Case study example Lessons can be learned 

Demolition of public housing in 

Waterloo, NSW Case study 

The redevelopment will be carried out in stages within a 20-year time span. Thus, segregation of 

duties will allow the upcoming disputes if any to be handled more efficiently and learning from 

previous stages can be applied to the project’s remaining life. The residents will be relocated and 

given the opportunity to return.  

Some residents of the housing estate at Waterloo would need to move to nearby 

accommodation, hence without disturbing too much on their day to day activities, and many 

would be able to relocate to new social housing as the redevelopment progresses in stages over 

the next two decades. 

Landowners who find their properties rezoned for high rise can expect to pay a "value capture 

fee", which will be used to help pay for the public transport. 

Planning and design of the project would be highly collaborative. Once the planning is complete, 

it is likely the area will be split up into 20 or so super-blocks, which would then be put to tender 

for the private sector to redevelop. This public-private partnership is important to gain better 

access to funding and long term sustainability of the project. 

Urban communities limited – Kensingon 
housing estate redevelopment 

The redevelopment of the former Kensington Public Housing Estate was one of the first major 

public housing redevelopment projects in Australia to deliver a privately managed mix of public 

and private housing. 

This project adopted a place management approach which includes; 
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Context driven response and understanding of local context 

On-site management/presence 

Face-to-face contact (open door policy) 

Partnership approach-sharing resources, connecting communities 

Community involvement in decision making 

Equal standards for all such as sense of ownership and belongings, common areas are well 

maintained etc. 

The Victorian Public Tenants Association 
(VPTA) 

Prepare for population change  

Foster healthy, safe and inclusive communities  

Reduce disadvantage  

Bonnyrigg living communities project The Bonnyrigg Living Communities Project (BLCP) was NSW’s first public housing estate 

redevelopment by public–private partnerships (PPP). However, in early 2015, the NSW 

Government ended the original arrangement and announced the winding down of the PPP.  

Due to this, public tenants’ lives have been seriously disrupted, new private homeowners are 

living in a half completed housing project and those who have bought houses off-the-plan are in a 

state of uncertainty.  

The lessons of the BLCP for social, urban and economic planning include the need to seriously 

consider the short-termist and often utopian contractual relationships between the government 

and the private sector. 
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Carlton Housing Redevelopment Social housing must be look similar to the private housing, by using the same materials and 

construction methods.  

Ascot Vale The relocation process is managed in order to keep the renewal process as smooth as possible. 

Potential actions are: 

§ talk and meet with you to help you understand the relocation process 

§ help you understand your options for moving to a new home 

§ ensure to apply relevant processes fairly 

§ ensure to consider the Charter of Human Rights when making decisions about the move, 

and 

§ work with the residents to provide a number of options when asked to move to a new 

home. 

Moreover, when the current residents are asked to move because of the renewal program, the 

Victorian government pay for the reasonable costs incurred when they relocate to a new home, 

and if they choose to move back to the renewed estate. 

Ivanhoe Redevelopment project The social housing will be of the highest contemporary quality, sustainability and comfort with all 

social housing tenants having access to low to zero cost heating in the future development. 

Mission Australia Housing will provide support to assist social housing residents to connect 

with education, training and employment opportunities.  

The redevelopment will help to meet the growing demand for high quality education by 
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providing a non-government co-educational vertical high school and two 75 place child care 

centres. A range of community facilities, public space and a retail centre are also planned. 

Moreover, as part of the project, dedicated funding generated through the redevelopment will 

be reinvested in social outcomes over 20 years 

1960’s UK Social Housing Tower Blocks Approximately 20 percent of the units in Grenfell Tower were rented at more expensive rates. As 

more units are rented at higher rates, the organizations managing social housing buildings are 

incentivized to attract wealthier tenants.  

They primarily do this by renovating the existing property — adding private gyms, updating the 

lobbies, and changing the building’s exterior. However, the problem arises when they tend to use 

low quality materials in the renovation process to increase their profit margins. 
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6.Conclusion 

Neighbouhood governance emerged in many nations in association with broader 

changes in the ways governments seek to assist low-income and vulnerable households with 

their housing. It is clear that the evolution of new structures of governance public sector 

private sector partnerships, nongovernment agencies for the delivery of services, and so on 

has been paralleled by a new agenda of governance actions, especially the regulation of 

tenant behavior. Adhering to proper governance procedure is vital in order to satisfy the 

number of stakeholders involved in social housing context. Failure of adhering to proper 

standards will result in adverse outcomes such as the Grenfell Tower in Kensington, London, 

which had inadequate fire protection and safety procedures, which proved fatal when the 

block was consumed by fire in June 2017.  

 More importantly it is also crucial that these proper governance practices are 

sustainable in the long run, for example the Bonnyrigg living communities project which 

resulted in a failed PPP. Properly managed neighbourhoods result in many effective 

outcomes such as better infrastructures, reduced crime rates (as in the Ascot Vale case 

study), increase in labour participation, resulting in high quality neighbourhoods and there 

by property prices and overall building a better community. 

This submission identifies a number of key learnings from the number of case study 

examples discussed above which amount more or less to a primer in community 

development practice. 

§ A more flexible and expansive approach to participation is key  

§ The importance of starting with a social justice framework  

§ Community engagement and developing connections takes time 

§ Collaboration is key to strong partnerships 

§ The creation of spaces where people can speak and be heard  

§ The value of persistently working with a ‘from the ground up’ ethos  

§ The centrality of working with the strengths of the community  

§ The importance of trusted, committed and respectful brokers  

§ In action research the local community is key in the production of knowledge. 
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In acknowledgement of the need to create effective, scaleable models with which to 

contract for neighbouhood management services, desired performance requirements for 

place management contracts have been defined, in particular, defining what outcomes are 

sought in the ‘place’ in question, and what indicators should be applied to measure progress 

towards these outcomes. This research is important both from a contract management 

point of view, as well as to enable fulsome evaluation of a neighbouhood management 

model and the wider community benefits that are claimed to arise from effective 

neighbouhood management. Setting up effective performance requirements with clear 

accountability criteria and measurement standards can assist both in achieving better 

outcomes for tenants on mixed tenure estates, as well as to establish the ‘business case’ for 

investing in neighbouhood managed housing developments.  
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